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Experiencing problems? 

Is an analysis report showing alarming results?
Is there excessive wear on (critical) components resulting in frequent repairs or even 
revisions?Are filters clogging, valves sticking and are there signs of residue in your system?
Is the oil contaminated with water?
Having unplanned shutdowns or worse, failures and breakdowns?
Do oil changes become more frequent?
Is your productivity endangered when (critical) machines are unreliable and unavailable?

Simply changing oil or having (engine) revisions is not the right solution. Most of the time the oil is in a good enough 
condition and a revision is caused only by damage done by particles in it! Why? Standard equipped filters aren’t efficient 
enough to do the job. Keep your oil free from the smallest particles, water and varnish! Extend the lifetime of your oil, 
critical components and machine significantl . Reduce high repair costs and postpone revisions by continuously clean-
ing your oil with Triple R. Turn oil related repair and revision hours into engine hours! Triple R extends the life of cam-
shafts, bearings, seals, (fuel)pumps, nozzles, injectors and more!

How? With Triple R!
For instance, main engines and generators are highly dependable on clean oil. Clean oil significantly reduces wea . The 
cleaner it is, the more reliable your machine will be and the better it will run. With Triple R, we do not only remove (solid) 
particles down to 0.1 micron, also water. On top of that, Triple R actively removes sludge using the same element. As 
a result, only Triple R can promise that Triple R, in 98% of all applications, takes away the reason that oil needs to be 
changed. Now that is what we call efficiency.
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Triple R AL300 bypass oil cleaner on main engine Installing SE300 bypass fuel cleaner on fueltank
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Less repairs and revisions, more engine hours!
With over 25 years of experience in the marine sector and its many applications we have proven time and time again: 
cleaning your oil with Triple R results in incredible savings, reduces expensive oil related repairs and postpones engine 
revisions.

Results that speak for themselves:
Triple R cares for your oil and puts your productivity and machine availability first! Due to our own in-house enginee -
ing we apply the right system for the job, custom engineered together with our customers. For us, only the best result 
counts. Comparing oil samples before and after installation show immediate results and the true definition of clean oil
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Actual results from oil analysis laboratory. The application: main engine.
On the left the sample before filtration with Triple R started, Extremely high particle 
contamination consisting out of metals, varnish and synthetics. Customer experi-
enced frequent repairs and revisions.

On the right, the results after cleaning the oil with Triple R: same oil, significantly
cleaner. Customer now experiences less repairs and revisions are postponed.

On this application a Triple R AL series bypass oil cleaning system, using the pres-
sure available on the main engine, is now continuously cleaning the oil. Making 
sure machine availability is significantly increased by preventing excessive wear
build up done by particle contamination, water and varnish.

Typical problems:  simple and efficient solutions!
Dont let the next breakdown catch you off-guard. Extend the lifetime 
of your oil and (critical) components significantly and turn break-
downs and failures into uptime by installing a Triple R system!

Triple R is engineered for your convenience, not only because 
we keep your oil and machine in the best possible condition, also 
because at Triple R, we think that ease of use is just as important. 
Changing an element in one of our standard systems only requires 3 
minutes of your time, no spilling, no cleaning! When changing Triple 
R elements, you can see the largest particles on top of the filerele-
ment. This is another very useful benefit of Triple R as it can be used 
as a visual inspection.

For more information, visit www.tris-uk.com Triple R AL series bypass oil cleaner for main engines
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